
School Vision
Students will value knowledge and

become long-life learners. They will

contribute to their community by

practicing our school’s core values.

 
 

 School Mission
To highly educate all students; enabling them

to reach and expand potential. To  prepare

students to become productive, responsible,

ethical, creative, and compassionate

members of society. 

 

AMERICAN ACADEMY SCHOOL



M A T H E M A T I C S

 
✓Identified functions (using table,
relations, graphs and mapping) 
✓ Graphed linear functions 

✓ Wrote the function represented by
a given table. 

✓ Identifed the characteristics of
functions 

 
✓ Solved linear and quadratic equations
and sketch the graph of the functions.

 
✓ Formed equation of line with the given
values of points, slope, and y-intercepts.

 
 ✓ Found equation of line passing

through the given point and parallel or
perpendicular to the given line. 

 
✓ Found trigonometric ratios.

12th Grade
Mathematicians

9th Grade
Mathematicians

11th Grade
Mathematicians

✓ Determined whether a relation is a
function or not 

✓ Found the domain and the range of
a function 

✓ Studied the parity of a function 
✓Analyzed the graph of a function



SCIENCE IN ACTION 

OUR FUTURE SCIENTISTS

IN LAB
Student learned how to use the  tools and
equipment especially the microscopes by
preparing onion slides and visualizing their
samples under the light microscope. 

Students were given the Student/Parent
Safety contract.

Lab Rules!

During the First week of school
Grade 12 students were oriented
by Graduates from the AAS year

2021-2022 on enrolling into AP
biology or Physics course. During

the orientation students were
given answers regarding

international examinations,
prerequisites for colleges and GPA

scores

Grade 12C students did and activity
about the Health Continuum as a
preparation for launching the Health
and Environment Committee.



High School
Qatar

Activities

Up Coming Events:

English

Dear lovely bookworms, 
 Library is reopening next    

                   week !!
 

Grouping the students
according to their
academic abilities.
Producing a common
unified timeline for a short
story using group rotation

GRADE 9GRADE 9GRADE 9

GRADE 11GRADE 11GRADE 11

Summarizing
a story in

one booklet
as a class

project

Debates inside classes for
grades 9, 10 and 11
Producing a class Gallery with
the students regarding a
certain lesson

Up Coming Academic:
Work on the enhancement of the 4 skills
(reading ,writing, listening and speaking)
 Introduce students to mind mapping
and use it as a check understanding
technique.
Use one session a week to prepare
students for the PSAT and SAT exams
   Prepare an integration plan within
departments (English / social studies,
English / science)

 



MIDDLE SCHOOL ARTISTS  

 3D Cylinder.
By drawing 3D cylinder
student can shape an
understanding in drawing
line shape, form and
shading culminating in the
drawing

Creation of mind map.
Artwork influenced by their favorite 
artist/s in the specific genre.
Original artwork.
Presenting the artwork.

upcoming: 

Curious!! Stay Tuned 



 
Grade 9:

Went back in times to learn how
it all started " the evolution of

early computing device"
 

Student worked in groups to
summarize the time line that lead

to the invention of the First
General Purpose Computer

 
 

“Technology is best when it brings people together.” 

STAY TUNED 

ICT 

Upcoming

Grade 9: Student will design &
present a poster to summarize

the timeline of the different
generations of computer.
Grade 10: Student will use

NetBeans IDE to built their first
Program 

NEW LAB Equipment: New
desktops are being installed in the

computer lab.

 
Grade 10:

Grade 10 Student learned how to
use algorithms and flowchart to

plan for a program in C++.
Soon they will start Coding there

first program.
 



BREAKING NEWS!

The AAS magazine will publish its first
edition on October 25th 2022.

Student council Election happening on
the 12th of September 

AAS NEWS 

Georgetown University Trip will
take place on October 13th, 2022

Qatar University Expo trip on
September 19th & 20th for
Grades 10,11,12

UNIVERSITY NEWS 

1st Round Qatar debate
competition for both girls and
boys.  October 1st and 8th 2022.

UPCOMING COMPETIONS 

September 2022

AAS is taking part in various events that promote wide learner
outcomes to maximize students' potential 

AAS is participating in the NSRC
(National Scientific Research

Competition)


